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The perfect gift for Southerners, history lovers, and foodies alike.Discover the secrets of one of

the most mysterious, romantic regions in the South: the Lowcountry. James Beard Cookbook of

the Year Award-winning author Joe Dabney produces another gem with this comprehensive

celebration of Lowcountry cooking. Packed with history, authoritative folklore, photographs, and

fascinating sidebars, Dabney takes readers on a tour of the Coastal Plain, including

Charleston, Savannah, and Beaufort, the rice plantations, and the sea islands. Includes:Benne

Seed BiscuitsSweet Potato PieFrogmore StewShe Crab SoupBrunswick StewHoppin'

JohnOyster PurlooCooter SoupHags Head CheeseGoobersAnd much, much more!
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culinary study. For that contribution alone, Dabney ranks among M. F. K. Fisher, Laurie Colwin,

and Calvin Trillin in the food writer’s pantheon. But in his own way, Dabney is a far more brave

and illuminating author. While it may take talent to write lyrically about what you do in your

kitchen, or about how you hunt down the best barbecue or Peking duck joint, it takes an

altogether different skill set to immerse oneself in a food and beverage community hell-bent on

secrecy, with a predilection for firearms and volatile liquids, and to get folks to sit down and tell

their stories. Reading Mountain Spirits, you get the sense that Dabney is truly as fearless as

they come: who else would poke around the hollers, get up in moonshiners’ faces with pad and
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yes they’re journeys in themselves, and yes they’re feasts, but those metaphors don’t
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areas, German settlements in South Carolina that seem new to us, with baking and meat-

curing traditions all their own. Dabney’s talked to all the right people—here are Glenn Roberts,

Nathalie Dupree, Damon Lee Fowler, Martha Nesbit, Sallie Ann Robinson—and close readers

of Saveur and Food & Wine will smile and nod their heads. But Dabney’s also found the sages
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a place, that give it meaning, is keen. We meet the Rev. James E. Rich, who tells the story of a

Brunswick Stew dinner his father made for a crew of convicts who’d helped pave a road in

Tattnall County, Georgia. And we have the testimony of long-time Murrells Inlet oyster-picker

Franklin Smalls, whose passion for the marsh is as searing and indelible as poetry. We hear

the stern voice of the father of Ervena Faulkner, a retired educator and food writer for the

Beaufort Gazette, admonishing her, “Everything cannot be wrapped up in a meal—how you

treat people means more than what you chew.” It’s a statement that seems to speak directly to

the marvel and the triumph of Dabney’s book, which, after all, is an exploration of the meaning

of “what we chew.” Dabney’s attentive, uncommonly humane treatment of his subjects kindles

their conversations and primes them to give generously of themselves and their traditions and

stories. In doing so, Dabney’s new book not only explains how people eat here; it says so much

about the personality, language, and customs of this place. Quite simply, it portrays the

Lowcountry way of life.—Matt Lee and Ted Lee winners of the 2007 James Beard Foundation
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Service county agent Trish DeHond, whose help included taking me in her pickup truck out to

Coxe’s Darlington County Plumfield Plantation. I’m also grateful to others in the same area:

Pressly Coker, Extension Agent Jody Martin, and cookbook publisher Kathy Boyd.I would like

to express my profound appreciation for the confidence shown by Ron Pitkin, president of

Cumberland House, who had earlier published my first “cultural cookbook,” Smokehouse Ham,

Spoon Bread & Scuppernong Wine, that went on to win (a great surprise to me) the James

Beard Cookbook of the Year medal, and to my new publisher at Sourcebooks Inc., Dominique

Raccah, and her great team including editor Sara Kase.And last but certainly not least, I would

like to thank my wife, Susanne, for her ever-present and dedicated help in so many ways,

particularly in obtaining photographs via the internet.Joseph Earl DabneyJune 1, 2009The

Lowcountry: A Different World We found out the next day that Charleston was not the dead city

we had imagined it to be; in fact, we would call it one of the most charming, most visually

exciting, of American cities.—Dale Brown American Cookery (1968) It was in the late 1950s

when I saw Charleston, South Carolina, for the first time. I had been called to jury duty at the

grand old 1896 Federal Courthouse—a Renaissance revival style building at the corner of

Meeting and Broad streets in the heart of the city’s downtown historic district.Arriving from

Florence, an hour and a half drive to the north, I underwent something of what today we would

call “culture shock.” Charleston was certainly a different world. For centuries it had dominated

the (much wealthier) coastal half of South Carolina, as well as the entire Southern region.I was

bedazzled, indeed overwhelmed, by the city’s visual delights on that first visit, particularly the

garden-filled peninsula between the Ashley and Cooper rivers. Downtown Charleston had an

“another world” look to it, and the homes were much more elegant, the gardens more lush than

anything I’d ever seen.The friendly people I met in Charleston even spoke with a wonderfully

new-to-my-ear accent, quite lyrical in fact, and much different from the upcountry Southern

twang I was accustomed to mostly spoken north of the state’s “fall line.” Then and there, I fell in

love with the unusual “Charlestonese” spoken by the natives. It was a dialect that I would later

hear numerous times in the booming baritone voice of Charlestonian Ernest “Fritz” Hollings.

Fritz came through Florence in the late 1950s running for lieutenant governor. He later became

the state’s governor and after that was elected to the U.S. Senate. (I feel sure his flamboyant,

eloquent speeches on the Senate floor left many C-SPAN television viewers looking on in awe,

although sometimes they likely didn’t understand exactly what he was saying!)In my research, I

learned the unique Charleston dialect was flavored not only by the Carolina colony’s original

English settlers but also by the West Indian Englishmen known as the Barbadians. They also



immigrated to Charleston shortly after the colony’s establishment, coming up from the Lesser

Antilles islands in the Caribbean. They left behind sugarcane plantations to open new

plantations in the Carolina Lowcountry.Experts explained to me that the other major influences

on the Charleston speech patterns (and its cuisine) were the French Huguenot Protestants

who swarmed into Charleston in big numbers the 1680s. That was about the same time as the

beginning of the greatest emigrant stream of them all—the “Gullah” blacks who arrived in

shackles on the infamous slave ships that brought them from the coastal regions of West

Africa. They would work the vast plantations of rice, indigo, and cotton being built up and down

the coast and alongside interior waterways. In time the Negroes would outnumber whites two

to one in Charleston and across the Lowcountry.REBUILDING CHARLES TOWN AFTER THE

1740 FIREThe Charles Town oligarchs not only rebuilt their town after a sweeping fire in 1740

but also tried to bear out its pretension as the British Empire’s second city.In the next quarter

century, they graced it with most of the public and private buildings that survive to manifest its

currently antique and profitable Georgian demeanor. Wrought iron, stucco, and tiered piazzas

suggest a Franco-Spanish origin, but basically the old quarter, nestling between the

convergent Ashley and Cooper Rivers, takes its line from the London Sir Christopher Wren

reconstructed after the Great Fire of 1606. Both dwellings and public structures were…adapted

from London models.—WILLIAM FRANCIS GUESS SOUTH CAROLINA: ANNALS OF PRIDE

AND PROTESTFrom that first visit to Charleston, I became fascinated by the coastal land

called “Chicora” by the Indians and that later became known as “the Lowcountry” by one and

all.With all this as background, I decided that this would be a great subject for another cultural

cookbook!The Lowcountry’s boundaries are often debated, but the consensus is that the

coastal plain begins at the top of the Waccamaw Neck at Pawley’s Island, South Carolina, and

runs southwestward around two hundred miles to the mouth of the Altamaha River at Darien,

Georgia, the colonial-era seaport southwest of Savannah.As to depth, the coastal plain

(including the tidewater Lowcountry and the interior) runs eighty miles from the Atlantic

coastline to the mysterious Fall Line, the ancient sugary sandhills seacoast of eons ago. It is

crowned on the northeast by Sugarloaf Mountain, which today is encompassed in a state park.

(General Sherman’s Civil War Union troops viewed the sandy mountain in 1854 on their trek

north after destroying Columbia, South Carolina’s capital city.)Within the Lowcountry’s

tidewater coastline can be found an amazing network of marshes, grassy savannas, serpentine

rivers, creeks, and estuaries teeming with shellfish—shrimp, oysters, crabs, and clams. These,

along with finfish, have enabled residents from the earliest years to walk out to marshes and

creeks and quickly take home seafood feasts. The abundant seafood has provided the basis for

the Lowcountry’s world-renowned cuisine, a Lowcountry icon, about which I will have much

more to say in chapter 9.The Lowcountry’s two other historic and romantic cities are Savannah

and Beaufort. Both, like Charleston, boast colorful downtowns, deep water bays, natural

harbors, and eight-foot tides, the strongest in North America. And both have their own colorful

histories and beautiful downtowns due to outstanding preservation efforts.On my first visit to

Savannah in the 1960s, I promptly fell in love with the city and its people just like in Charleston.

I immediately came to appreciate the seaport city’s international air and its gorgeous historic

district embracing a series of twenty-plus parks.Savannah was established by British General

James Oglethorpe in 1733, who laid out the parks after bringing in a band of hardy settlers

from London. Today, Savannah is known as “the hostess city” due to the unusual friendliness of

its people. This is particularly true on St. Patrick’s Day, when the city salutes its Irish population

and plays host to tens of thousands of visitors. Like Charleston, Savannah early on became a

major center for rice, indigo, and cotton plantations.My preliminary research gave me an



exciting glimpse of the Lowcountry’s amazing past and present, so I made a number of

research trips in 2008, covering the entire southeastern coastal plain from Murrells Inlet and

Conway on South Carolina’s northern seacoast to Savannah and Darien, Georgia, on the

south. The visits—including many interviews—proved to be an eye-opening educational

experience, giving me a deep appreciation for the Lowcountry’s tumultuous history, folklore,

and exciting foodways. With this book, I am delighted to share the results of my Lowcountry

travels, plus a lot of library research.Of particular interest to me, of course, was the area’s

unique cuisine, based first and foremost on the abundant seafood found up and down the

coast, including the Lowcountry’s tidal creeks and estuaries numbering in the thousands. I was

fortunate to obtain several authentic recipes for the humble but glorious Lowcountry icon

breakfast dish—Shrimp and Grits. Typically, hosts serve well cooked grits, plus gobs of butter

and lightly sautéed creek shrimp. Some garnish the dish with slices of fresh-from-the-vine

tomatoes.
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country to life. I gave this to my 90 year old mother as a gift. Her favorite place to travel with

my dad in their retirement was in the South particularly the low country and barrier islands.

She is reliving all the great memories reading about the food, culture and stories. Best gift I

could have ever given her.”

John A. Plait, “Great book. I bought this book along with, "Charleston Receipts". After reading

this book I almost feel like I know some of these people with the tales they told, and the recipes

they shared. I still pick it up and find out something I missed. Great recipes, and information on

where to purchase products if you don't live in the Lowcountry. A real pleasure to read.”

Martha Tayloe, “... read it I knew that it would be the perfect gift for a chef friend of mine. I

bought this for myself but as I read it I knew that it would be the perfect gift for a chef friend of

mine. He loves food history and has tried several recipes for the restaurant with rave reviews. I

heartily recommend this for anyone who is interested in low country food and the history

behind it.”

Tebbi, “The Recipes are so good!. Such an interesting book. Has so much information about

the history and people of the Lowcountry.  The Recipes are so good!”

Tanya E, “Besides the great recipes there are stories about Charleston that are really .... Got

the book for my mom who is from South Carolina. She LOVES it! Besides the great recipes

there are stories about Charleston that are really fun to read!”

Billy B, “The best history/cook book on Low Country cuisine.. Well produced and well

presented work that is essential to any thorough Southern cooking book collection.”

William F. Fox, “If you want to know about the Lowcountry, this is the book. I grew up in the

Lowcountry and have many books and cookbooks about it. This is one of the best. While a few

facts differed from Lowcountry common wisdom, I learned a lot. The recipes are great and

many were dishes I thought were long lost. I highly recommend this book. It is authentic and a

great read.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 26 people have provided feedback.
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